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Abstract— The focus of this paper is on a fast implementation 

of the DFT called the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and the 

IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform). The implementation 

is based on a well-known algorithm, called the split Radix 

FFT. This is split radix which is combination of radix 2 and 

radix 4 fast Fourier transform to effectively compute the 

variable-length Fourier transform (VLFT) by reducing 

number of multiplication and addition which are in fast 

Fourier transform. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processor is one of the major 

components of an Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) communication system. This 

algorithm has been widely adopted in digital signal 

processing and multimedia applications so as to reduce the 

calculation of transferring the signal. With the widespread 

utilization of FFT, many techniques and method have been 

introduce to speed up the FFT algorithm in recent yea in both 

wired and wireless communication. To achieve the minimum 

throughput requirement of the different standards on a less 

power hungry so to achieve such we requires a highly 

optimized design to do so.  So in our paper we are introducing 

the split radix which reduces the n-number of multiplication 

and addition and reduces time in Fourier transform. 

VLFT plays an important role in the orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) communication 

systems. where a single device integrates various wired and 

wireless communication standard such as, Digital Audio 

Broadcasting (DAB),Very high speed Digital Subscriber 

Loop (VDSL), and it is applicable to all useful fFT processor 

lengths such as 512/1,024/2,048/4,096/8,192 points can  used 

in OFDM-based communication systems. Although the 

performance of FFT on recent computer hardware is 

determined by many factors besides pure arithmetic counts. 

in feature if the more deep study and a great  conservation 

would held and take the review from expert we will have 

refine the proposed solution to minimize power consumption. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Shin-Chi Lai, Wen-Ho Juang, Yueh-Shu Lee, Shin-Hao 

Chen, Ke-Horng Chen, Chia-Chun Tsai, and Chiung-Hon 

Lee presents a hybrid structure to effectively compute the 

variable-length Fourier transform (VLFT) by employing 

recursive and radix-22 fast algorithm. The split-radix 

algorithm, first clearly described and named by Duhamel and 

Hollman in 1984 and it required fewer total multiply and add 

operations. For a time many FFT experts thought it to be 

optimal in terms of total complexity, but even more efficient 

variations have more recently been discovered by Johnson 

and Frigo. 

While in most places the radix-4 algorithm has 

fewer nontrivial twiddle factors, in some places the radix-

2 actually lacks twiddle factors present in the radix-

4 structure or those twiddle factors simplify to multiplication 

by −i, which actually requires only additions. By 

mixing radix-2 and radix-4 computations appropriately, an 

algorithm of lower complexity than either can be derived. 

But After adopting hardware-sharing scheme to both 

fast algorithms, the method which was used  not only progress 

in improving the drawback of higher hardware cost in 

implementation but also retains the regular and flexible 

nature of recursive discrete Fourier transform (RDFT). In this 

paper, we propose an area-efficient design of variable- length 

FFT processor which can perform various FFT lengths. 

To reduce computational complexity and chip area, 

we develop a new variable-length FFT architecture by 

devising a mixed-radix algorithm Based on this architecture, 

an area-efficient design of variable-length FFT processor is 

presented 

III. DERIVATION FOR FFT 

This section describes the mathematical basis and some FFT 

algorithms which are applied to develop our VL-FFT 

processor. An N-point discrete Fourier transform of a 

sequence x[n] is given as 

X[k] =  ∑ x[n]WN
nk

N−1

n=0

 where k = 0, 1, 2, … N          

Where the twiddle factor WN = e
−j2π

N = co s (
2π

N
) −

jsin(
2π

N
). In general, FFT algorithms are derived by taking 

advantage of the symmetry properties of twiddle factor as 

shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: The iddle-factor of an N-point DFT 

The split-radix algorithm is proposed by mixing 

the radix-2 and radix-4 equation. 

X(k)==∑N2−1n=0x(2n)e−(i2π×(2n)kN)+∑N4−1n=0x(4n+1

)e−(i2π(4n+1)kN)+∑N4−1n=0x(4n+3)e−(i2π(4n+3)kN)DF

TN2[x(2n)]+WkNDFTN4(x(4n+1))+W3kNDFTN4(x(4n+3) 

IV. BUTTERFLY UNIT 

The butterfly unit is designed to perform to compute radix-4 

or radix-2 DIF FFT algorithm, it has the pipeline structure 

with total 4 pipeline stages. The rst, second and third pipeline 
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stages perfor itccan perform radix 8 .when it is difficult to 

calculate radix 8 operation with the help of butterfly unit it 

perform in the form of radix 2 and radix 4 

V. TWIDDLE-FACTOR GENERATOR 

Recursive feedback difference equation for the computation 

of sine and cosine functions. We use the recursive sine/cosine 

function generator. This method has the advantage of low 

complexity. 

 
Fig. 3: the structure of proposed FET processor 
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